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Palma
“The project aims to interconnect light with planting, just like what
happens in the natural landscape” Antoni Arola.

Palma
Antoni Arola design
Antoni Arola was inspired by the beauty of historic
hanging gardens with the creation of Palma.
And other references closer to home such as
Mediterranean rationalism, giving his design an
element of cultural continuity. It’s a lighting system
that introduces the planting normally associated
daylight in the outdoors, to an indoors setting.
And promotes a return to nature for our day-today settings.
Palma’s design is based on elemental forms,
its luminous quality expressed though a warm
quality dimmable light. Filtered by two glowing
half spheres of blown opal glass, joined together
by an aluminium ring, in a graphite or white finish.
The classic globe, slightly flattened here evolves
towards a more organic form and the suspended
version with an almost imperceptible cable
support accentuates the floating sensation.

BRINGING NATURE
TO INDOOR LIGHT

The collection also makes possible
multiple globe compositions, vertical and
horizontal in order to create visual axes
on a larger scale, integrating vegetation,
for both the pendant and the wall
sconce versions. It can also be used as
an individual globe. With this approach
numerous options are made possible.
One of the most innovative is the use of
multiple wall sconce lamps for public
spaces.
Antoni Arola considers Palma as if it
were a landscape project that will be
transformed over time, once the designer
has finished the first part of the job. The
capacity for Palma to create ambience
within an interior setting increases with its
growth like a luminous hanging garden.
Palma has been awarded with the
German Design Award 2018 for its
innovative design.

Family Palma Designer Antoni Arola
Materials Aluminium and blown-glass
Light source LED
Finishes Matt graphite or white lacquer

Press enquiries
For press enquiries, please contact:
Smart Deco: vibia@smartdeco.es

About Vibia
Founded in 1987 VIBIA makes contemporary designer
lighting systems that bring technological innovation and
cultural expression together. Based in Barcelona city centre
and with a presence in more than 80 countries around the
world, it also has an associate in the USA. VIBIA’s products
provide specific solutions and also inspire the creative
capacity of architectural, interior design and lighting
professionals with a catalogue filled with unique lamps.
vibia.com

